HEAT / HOT POT
After pressing the “ Hot Pot ” button when the steamer is in a standby state, hot pot indicator lights up,
the LED screen shows the dynamic patters. The steamer will get into the heating state. When the
“High” indicator lights up press the “Heat” button to adjust the heat. There are three optional modes
“High”, “Medium”, “Low”.

Put the steam concentrator to the center of the outstanding part (as per the right picture).
Attention: The steam concentrator is necessary for
steaming function, while for hot pot or boiling/ stewing is
not necessary.
Fill up water directly into the water tank, and locate the
steam concentractor in the center of the outstanding part
(as per the right picture). The right picture shows the
calibration for added water. When boiling/ stewing mode
is selected, added water should be not lower than the
lower water limit but not over the upper water limit. The
upper level limit allows functioning over 75 minutes.
When timed steaming mode is selected, the necessary
water amount can be decided according to the time
needed for the actual steamed food (the calibration eg.
10 mean that the added water can last about 10 minutes
steaming.

Please read this manual careful
before operating your set.
Retain it for future reference.
Record model number and serial
number of the set.
See the label attached on the set
and quote this information to your
dealer when you require service.

lowest water level

When the steaming operation completed, please be careful to remove the lid of steamer and take out
the food., avoid the body directly contact with the steam and the steam tray.

Before connecting to the power, make sure there is water
inside the water tank and water amount inside is
sufficient. If there is not sufficient water inside, make
complement promptly. Set up the time according to different suggested cooking times. Before setting up the timer
, the steamer should be connected to the power.After the
power is connected, the LED shows “off ” with a flash of
all LED lights and meanwhile the buzzer produces a
sound then the LED display a flashing“ ---”. The whole
appliance is in a standby state.

USAGE
Free combination of containers
You can choose to have only one layer of container or double layers in the
steamer subject to your needs.
Convenient cooking
When using multiple layers of containers, it is suggested to extend the
cooking time. Massive food schedule shouble be located at the bottom
layer when cooked. Different foods can be placed in differeent layers for
direct cooking, while it will cause different flavors to mix together.

MENU
When the steamer is in a standby state, press the “
MENU ” button to select the steaming function, without
further button-pressing movement, the steamer will get
into working state automatically after 5 seconds. The
countdown begins with the cooking process started.
During this process, to press “ + ” or “ - ” to add or reduce
the time ( time adjusted : 1-60 minutes).

Layer partition able to be disassembled
Usage of the layer partition, smart use of the layer partition can increase the
cooking space to cook massive foods (such as complete chicken or
complete duck). The layer patition can be placed over a container when
more than 2 layers of container are used.

KEEP WARM / OFF
During the heating process, press this button to stop
heating or cancel this operation. When in the standby
state, press this button 2 times to enter the keep warm
status, then the LED screen shows the default cooking
time “ 1: 00 ” countdown (this time is not adjustable),
during this process the steamer heating the food with
medium heat.

Easy to observe the cooking state
During cooking, the cooking state is visible through the transparent window
in the lid.
After cooking has been done, disconnect the plug move the steamer after it
is completely cooled down. Take off the lid carefully and avoid direct
contact to the spilled steam with the human body. To avoid the food from
being overdone, take it out of the container timely and place it on a plate.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
1. Before connecting to the power, please make sure the voltage applied is in accordance with that marked on the product. The power should have reliable grounding. In
case that the power cable is damaged. In order to avoid dangers, return the
appliance to the nearest authorized dealer or after sales service centre for examination, replace or mechanical adjustment.

Water tank
Control panel

4. Before use please makes sure all components are correctly assembled. Components specially designed for the appliance should be used.
5. This appliance should not function without water inside. Before connecting to the
power, please make sure the water tank contains enough water as required in the
manual.
6. During use, if position in touch with you is very hot, heat insulation is necessary or
heat-insulated gloves should be applied for operations. Meanwhile, please avoid
direct touch with steam flow lest burns happen.
7. When the appliance is heated, to take off the upper component, one should pay
attention not to adhere to the lower component lest accidents like food overturned
occur.
8. Before cleaning the appliance please makes sure the power plug is disconnected.
Do not immerse the body of the appliance into water or conduct operations possibly
letting water flowing inside the body of this product, lest dangers happen.
9. The appliance should not be used and should be sent to after sales service centre
for checking and maintenance when :
(1)the base of the is damaged or broken.
(2)the functions with abnormality.
(3)the power cable is damaged or broken.
(4)other abnormality occurs.
10. This product is only suitable for household use. It is not allowed for commercial or
outdoor use.
11. Our company should not be responsible for problems that occur due to improper
operations or use ranges which are not in accordance with those stipulated in the
manual.
12. During the appliance is functioning, do not touch the stainless parts of the container
and the lid to avoid being burnt.
13. Before the is working, the vents of the lid should not be facing the same direction as
that of the side handles; when in operation, one should try to avoid getting in touch
with hot steam to avoid being burnt
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Body handles

After cooking has been done, disconnect the plug move the steamer
after it is completely cooled down. Take off the lid carefully and avoid
direct contact to the spilled steam with the human body. To avoid the
food from being overdone, take it out of the container timely and place
it on a plate.

SUGGESTED STEAMING TIME TABLE FOR FOODS

2. Children should not use this product on their own. The product should rest in places
where are not reachable to infants, lest accidents such as electric shocks and burns
occur.
3. Before connecting to the power, please make sure the water level in the water tank
is not lower than the "lower level” limit. While adding water to the appliance. The
water amount should not exceed the “upper level “limit.

Lid handle

Lid

Concentractor

Outer body

Water-tray

Steamer tray
handle

Steam
concentractor
Steam plate

In order to use the product correctly, please read carefully the manual
before use and keep the manual safely.

PRODUCT FEATURES
This product is designed for household cooking.
It is applied to cook foods with multiple functions.
1. Multiple functions including steaming, boiling, stewing,and braising.
2. Steaming is timed and no need to be looked after.
3. This product is equipped with dry boiled protection.
4. Removable inner pot for easy cleaning.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Please read the manual carefully and operate according to the requirement.
Take out the steamer and it accessories from the
package. Remove all packing material before using.
Use food detergent to clean the lid, steam tray, steam
concentractor and the water tank. Clean them with
water and then dry them off with soft cloth.Use wet rag
to clean the inner of the water tank.
The body of the product including the water tank, steam
tray and the outer body should be placed on a stable
platform and should be far away from object incline to
damged by steam. The product should be placed in
location out of reach by children.
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The steaming duration indicated in the chart are only for your reference and based on
steaming with ambient water and food placed in the container. The actual duration
may varies subject to the quantity and type of food.
Vegetable:
1. The shortest time is needed for cooking vegetables containing chlorophyll to avoid
color change.
2. To obtain better result , add salt of appropriate amount during steaming process
3. Frozen vegetable can be steamed directly without defrosting.
Genra

Amount(g)

Time (min.)

Comment

asparagus

fresh

680

10

7

Top Layer

baby sweet corn

fresh

1030

30

20

Bottom Layer

beans

fresh

390

20

14

Bottom Layer

cauliflower

fresh

655

10

6

Bottom Layer

potatoes

fresh

1050

40

35

Bottom Layer

Food

Calibration for added
water in the water tank

Food

Genra

Amount (g)

Calibration for added
water in the water tank

eggs

fresh

6pcs

20

16

Top Layer

ribs

fresh

300g

35

24

Bottom Layer

Time(min.)

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
1. Every time after using the steamer, the power plug should be disconnected and empty the water inside
the appliance. Cleaning shoud be conducted after the appliance is cooled down completely.
2. Abrasive detergents or solution are not allowed to be applied for cleaning.
3. Every time after use, use dry and soft cloth to clean the base and the water tank of the appliance.
4. Clean the stainless steel water tank and the steam concentractor regulary, the vent in the lower part of
the steam concentractor cannot be blocked.
5. After use, be sure to empty the remaining water inside the water tank, clean water should be applied for
steaming every time.
6. Do not immerse the appliance into water, lest danger of electric shock or functional failures happen.
7. All components should be dried off before storage and they should be placed in location where are safe
and dry.
Note: Before the inner surface of the water tank is completely cooled down, do not try to contact it with
hands or any other part of the human body to avoid being burnt.

TROUBLESHOOTING
No.

Comment

Rice & Grains :

rice

Tips:
1. Pouring hot water into the water tank can shorten the steaming time adequately, while please be
reminded the referred times in the recipe is determined on the temperature.
2. Do not place too much food in the container. Adequately space is necessary so that steam can flow to
the top.
3.To obtain better steaming result, sizes of food should be smaller in case of stacking food piece of
different sizes, those of the smallest size should be placed on top.
4.The default time in the steamer is all set up based on of steaming with ambient water and food placed
inside the container.

1.

Eggs & Meats :

Food

Time ( For a free setting or steaming time)
When the steamer is in a standby state, the amp of buttin “ Timer” will light and a blinking “ 20” is on
the LED screen which means the default time is 20 minutes. In this state, press “ + ” or “-” button to
adjust the time, every press will add or reduce to make the add or reduce quicker. Without further
button-pressing movement, the heating state automatically after 5 seconds, the “Countdown” lights
up.

Genra

Amount (g)

Calibration for added
water in the water tank

fresh

150g

40

Time(min.)
35

Comment
180 mL measuring cup

Wheaten food :

Food

Genra

Amount (g)

Calibration for added
water in the water tank

Time(min.)

Comment

buns

fresh

240

25

18

about: 40g/pc

steamed buns

fresh

450

30

22

about: 75g/pc
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2.

Problem
The indicator
light is off.

MODEL : EFS-F6024D(SS)

cook/stew
highest water level

The indicator
light is on.

FOOD STEAMER

60
50
40
30
20
10

Steamed

PRE-SET
When the steamer is in a standby state, press the “Pre-set” button LED screen will show the time “1:00
(hours). Press “+” or “-” button to adjust the time, every press will add aor reduce 15 minutes, long
press to make the add or reduce quicker. The maximum time of pre-set is 15 hours. When the time
setting finished, press “ Menu ” button, then the time will begin to count down after 5 seconds.(Or you
can also press firstly “ Menu” button then finish the setting of the pre-set time with 5 seconds). For
example, the operation steps for begining to steam rice after 1 hours is 1.press the “ Pre-set ” button
and seeing the “1:00” present on the LED screen 2.press the “ Menu” button, select the steaming
function. After 5 seconds, the steamer will begin to countdown and get into the heating state automatically after 1 hours.

Finding

Cause

The heating tube
doesn’t work

1

the power source is not connected

2

the power circuit is damaged

The heating tube
is working.
1

The heating tube
doesn’t work

2

1

2

check to see if the switch, the plug(whether
connected properly), the socket, the fuse
and the power cable are all ok
send the product to after sales
service center for checking

the display circuit panel is damaged

send the product to after sales
service center for checking

the heating tube
component is burnt out
connection of the circuit
panel is disconnected

send the product to after sales
service center for checking

3.

"C1" or "C2" shows on the
control panel and the
buzzer keeps sounding.

the sensor has a problem of
open circuit or short circuit

send the product to after sales
service center for checking

4.

Dirt is flowing on the water
or the water is smelling

not being clean completely

send the product to after sales
service center for checking

5.

The steamer still functions
after the water get dried off

sensor failure

send the product to after sales
service center for checking

6.

The heater does not work
after timing after dry-burning
protection.

the heating tube has not yet completely
cooled down and the temperature
controller has not yet restored

Add water to the water tank over the lower
level limit and keep the heating tube
cooled down for over 1 minute

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Model No

Rated Voltage

Rated Power

Water Tank
Capacity

EFS-F6024D(SS)

220-240 ~50Hz

1600W

6.0L
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